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Stagflation on the horizon 

• The Q2 QSBO depicted stagflation-like conditions for the business sector, with shrinking economic activity, still-
intense capacity pressures and soaring prices and costs.   

• Risks of a hard-landing continue to increase, albeit it’s not our core view at present. 

• Despite a soft activity backdrop, the OCR needs to move higher to try and cool increasingly entrenched high 
inflation. We expect a 50bp hike next week and a 3.50% OCR peak.  

Summary & implications  
The Q2 NZIER Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion made for grim reading, with little to cheer optimists. Demand-side 

indicators were glum, pointing to outright falls in economic activity. Despite weakening demand, capacity metrics 

were tight, with worker shortages still the key constraint on expansion and with firms experiencing extreme difficulty 

in finding skilled and unskilled labour. Experienced and expected costs and prices lifted to stratospheric levels and 

point to the inflation impulse being high and increasingly embedded. All up, all of the ingredients for a hard landing 

are here, but a soft landing can still be achieved. Still, with high inflation running the risk of being increasingly 

entrenched, a frontloaded pace of OCR hikes and restrictive monetary settings by the RBNZ as well as tough talk on 

inflation is required. OCR cuts beyond then will depend on how quickly capacity pressures cool. 

Activity softening 
The Q2 2022 NZIER Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion was dire, showing that the NZ economy has effectively run 

into a brick wall.  Firms’ general business confidence fell to -65 (-62 s.a.) a 2-year low. Experienced domestic trading 

activity actually improved but remained in contractionary territory (-1 s.a. in Q2 from -7 s.a. in Q1), still milder than its 

circa -40 mid-2020 trough. However, firms’ expected trading activity was grim, falling to -11 s.a. in Q2 (from +5 in 

Q1). On its own, this points to recession in the second half of 2022 (if not already). Conditions were the weakest in 

the retail sector in which conditions remain challenging. 

Employment intentions showed a most post-Omicron bounce (to +13). However, investment plans deteriorated 

further which is perhaps understandable given heightened uncertainty but will do little to alleviate concerns over 

capacity frictions and potential growth going forward. There were sizeable downgrades for both building investment 

intentions (to -15 s.a. from -7 in Q1) and plant and machinery investment (-13.1 s.a. from -5.3 in Q1). 

Labour market and broader capacity pressures still very tight 
Despite the weaker outlook for demand, the QSBO continues to highlight widespread and tight capacity pressures. 

Firms are continuing to find it extraordinarily difficult to attract and retain staff irrespective of skill level, with both 

skilled (70.5%) and unskilled (68%) labour shortages either at or around the most extreme on record.  A net 37% of 

firms report the lack of labour to be the major constraint on expansion, another record high and above the 

(growing) net 32% that view a lack of demand to be the major inhibitor. COVID-19 disruptions may be playing a role 
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with greater employee absenteeism, although we suspect the underlying causes run much deeper than this. 

Broader capacity metrics have remained tight. Surveyed capacity 

utilisation did ease to 93.4%, but this looks to be largely in the 

building sector, with NZIER noting that this measure has been 

unusually volatile in recent years. Capacity as a limiting factor 

eased only fractionally to 13.4% and has remained at historically-

high levels. Supplier deliveries did ease to 6.6%, but in our view 

trade disruptions and supply chain frictions are likely to remain a 

persistent activity headwind and source of cost increases. 

This is nothing new, nor is it unexpected. We have been warning 

of such an outcome since at least the middle of 2021. Moreover, 

the situation may actually get worse before it gets better. 

Employee absenteeism due to COVID-19 is likely to remain high in 

the winter months. The phased relaxation of NZ border 

restrictions could actually exacerbate labour shortages as kiwis 

seek better opportunities in a tight global labour market before inbound restrictions are relaxed for non-visa waiver 

countries towards the end of the year. The tight labour market and soaring inflation are expected to trigger wage 

increases, that in turn could kick-off a wage-price spiral. 

Inflation pressures still white hot 
With annual CPI inflation at more than 30-year highs and set to move higher still, the hope was that the QSBO would 

provide some hope that inflation was on the way down. The reverse 

appears to be the case. A net 76% of firms increased selling prices 

over Q2, the highest in decades and up from 58% in Q1.  Expected 

prices remained at close to record highs at +75% (from 76% in Q1). 

Rises in costs (experienced 78%, expected 76%) to around record 

highs were increasingly widespread and elevated (from 58% and 70% 

in Q1), putting further downward pressure on already-stretched 

profitability (experienced -22, expected -34). Again, the retail sector 

looks to be the hardest hit.  This raises the risk of more price rises 

down the track as firms seek to remain solvent. Furthermore, 

stretched capacity metrics point to inflation remaining elevated (see 

our recent research here). With a clear risk of inflation outcomes 

being embedded, restrictive monetary settings are needed.  

Implications 
Soft activity, stretched capacity (particularly in the labour market) and soaring prices and costs currently highlight the 

state of the NZ economy. All of the ingredients for a protracted downturn are here, but this is not inevitable. To date, 

the housing market “correction” has appeared to be reasonably orderly and not a rout (see the recent note by Mike 

Jones). The pending hit to wider economic activity suggested by confidence measures can be mitigated if firms and 

households make use of the ingenuity, creativity and flexibility that was generated to deal with COVID-19. A little bit 

of luck would also help. Change can be exhausting but much larger challenges lie ahead. Let’s also not forget that 

some have done very, very well out of the last couple of years, and the good times are expected to keep on rolling for 

some ($10 Fonterra milk price anyone? – see the note by  Nat Keall).  

What will the RBNZ do? The trade-offs facing the RBNZ are stark. Recession looms but ensuring inflation will 

eventually settle to generally acceptable levels (i.e. around 1-3%) should be the RBNZ’s key priority. With inflation 

showing few signs of cooling and capacity pressures intense the path of least regrets for the RBNZ is still to swiftly 

move to restrictive monetary settings. We expect a 50bp OCR hike in July (to 2.50%), and a 3.50% OCR peak by the 
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end of the year but note that monetary policy settings will ultimately depend on the capacity and inflation outlook. A 

cooling in capacity pressures (particularly in the labour market) will pave the way for the OCR to eventually to be 

moved back to more neutral levels (circa 2-2.5%, but now drifting up). We have pencilled in a 2024 timeframe for OCR 

cuts, but note the timing is uncertain.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

 

QSBO (Seasonally adjusted unless denoted otherwise)

Activity Jun-22 Mar-22 Hist ave

Business Confidence -61.6 -34.0 -6.9

Own Activity (actual) 1.0 -9.3 6.1

Own Activity (expected) -10.5 5.3 12.2

Investment Intentions (building) -15.2 -6.9 -6.7

Investment Intentions (plant) -13.1 -5.3 2.6

Labour Market

Number Employed (Past 3 Months) 13.8 -8.1 -0.1

Number Employed (Next 3 Months) 19.6 23.7 4.3

Ease of Finding Labour (Skilled) -70.5 -70.7 1.4

Ease of Finding Labour (Unskilled) -68.0 -66.6 1.7

Factor Constraints (Labour) 37.2 36.1 10.1

Inflation

Capacity Utilisation (%, nsa) 93.4 97.1 90.4

Costs (Past 3 Months) 75.6 59.1 27.8

Costs (Next 3 Months) 76.7 71.4 27.7

Profitability (past 3 Months) -24.3 -33.3 -14.8

Profitability (next 3 Months) -33.0 -29.7 -3.4

Selling Prices (Past 3 Months) 76.2 54.1 11.4

Selling Prices (Next 3 Months) 75.3 76.3 19.3
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